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ABSTRACT
Experimental and Numerical Study of Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM)
Electrolyzer for Hydrogen Production
by
Sachin S. Deshmukh
Dr. Robert F. Boehm, Examination Committee Chair
Professor, Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Hydrogen as a fuel source has received attention from researchers globally due to
its potential to replace fossil based fuels for energy production. Research is being
performed on hydrogen production, storage and utilization methods to make its use
economically feasible relative to current energy sources. The PEM electrolyzer is used to
produce hydrogen and oxygen using water and electricity. Focus of our study is to
provide a benchmark experiment and numerical model of a single cell electrolyzer that
can assist in improving the current state of understanding of this system. Parametric
analysis of an experimental cell was performed to understand the effect of operating
parameters of electrolyzer on its performance. A CFD model was developed to model the
physics of electrolyzer. The model was validated with the experiment; the information
presented here can be used as a tool to improve the design from thermo-fluid aspects of
the electrolyzer.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Hydrogen Economy
There are rising global concerns over possible alternatives to fossil fuels that can
meet future energy demand. Hydrogen has received serious attention from the scientific
community globally as an alternative to fossil fuels because of its following properties:
•

Clean burning

•

Easy conversion into electrical and thermal energy

•

Supports seasonal storage of energy

•

Easy transportation
As the availability of renewable energy namely solar, wind, hydro-power, etc

suffer from temporal variation, hydrogen can be used as energy storage and thereby assist
in achieving a continuous supply of energy in either thermal or electrical form. Due to
these features of hydrogen as a fuel, continuous research is ongoing globally for
improving and developing novel ideas for hydrogen production, storage and utilization.
One of the key areas of development particularly in hydrogen utilization is PEM fuel
cells. They use hydrogen to produce continuous power from an electrochemical reaction
with air in the presence of electro-catalysts and an electrolyte such as a Nafiontm
membrane. The reason that they have become so popular is that they can start quickly,
one of the advantages of fuel cells that make them ideal for automobile application. In
this role, they have potential for replacing engine that consumes fossil fuels as a cleaner
approach to power the vehicles. Other than automobiles, fuel cells can also be used to
power stationary applications like (residential, stand alone systems etc) either by
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themselves or with a combined renewable (photovoltaic, wind, hydro turbines etc)
hydrogen system, where hydrogen can be used as a fuel to smooth out the temporal
availability of renewable energy sources [1].
Methods of Hydrogen Production
Hydrogen can be produced from various ways which can be generally classified into
three categories namely [2]:



•

Chemical

•

Electrochemical

•

Biological

Chemical: Hydrogen production from chemical means is obtained by processes like
steam reforming of methane, coal gasification, biomass and thermal cracking of
methane.



Electrochemical: Alkaline, PEM, solid oxide, sea water and photo electrochemical
electrolysis falls under this category of hydrogen production.



Biological: Fermentation of bacteria and bio photolysis fall under this category of
hydrogen production.
An interesting review was provided on costing and efficiency of the different

hydrogen production methods. Not much information was given on the purity of
hydrogen produced by each method, which is very important when considering the
application to PEM fuel cells.
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Why PEM Electrolysis?
There are several of methods to produce hydrogen as described above. Steam
reforming and electrolysis (Alkaline/PEM) are well established methods with commercial
products available. Whereas other methods like solar-hydrogen production, photoelectrochemical as well as biological methods are still in the early research stages.
What makes PEM electrolyzer particularly important is described in this section.
PEM fuel cells need high purity hydrogen, so as to prevent any poisoning of the
electrodes, this cannot be attained from reforming technology which is widely used in
chemical industry to produce hydrogen. High purity hydrogen can be obtained from PEM
electrolyzers which can then be directly used in fuel cells. Also PEM electrolyzers are
relatively simple in design and can operate at higher current density as compared to
alkaline electrolyzers.
Though PEM electrolyzers were first developed in the 1960’s and were commercially
available from the 1970’s [3], there are very few published studies available in the
literature on the design and performance optimization of PEM electrolyzers on the cell
level as well as the stack basis. CFD has been widely used to study various thermo-fluid
based design aspects of fuel cells but very few studies were found on modeling of PEM
electrolyzers. It is strongly believed that validated CFD analysis cannot only help in
understanding the physical phenomena in existing electrolyzers but also assist in their
further development. This was the reason that motivated us to pursue a detailed
experimental and numerical study of the PEM electrolyzer.
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What is a PEM Electrolyzer?
A PEM electrolyzer is used to generate hydrogen and oxygen from water and
electrical energy. Figure 1 shows the pictorial representation of PEM electrolyzer. PEM

Figure 1. Operation of a PEM electrolyzer with the reactions involved

is a material with selective conductivity to protons. PEM combined with an anode and a
cathode forms a Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA). The most commonly used PEM
material is NafionTM from DuPont. The electrodes are generally made from noble metals
in order to withstand the strong acidity of NafionTM. Under applied potential greater than
thermodynamic potential (1.23 V) water is dissociated at the interface of anode, water
and membrane into proton, electrons and oxygen. Protons moving through PEM combine
with electrons that transfer through external electrical circuit at the cathode to form
hydrogen.
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Along with the PEM electrolyzer cell stack, a de-ionized water systems, storage tank,
DC power supply, water pump, water temperature controller, gas separator and dryer
equipment are needed to operate a PEM water electrolyzer system.

Thermodynamics of a PEM Electrolyzer
Water electrolysis is driven by a heterogeneous chemical reaction given in Fig 1. The
amount of reversible work required for water electrolysis can be obtained by applying
first and second law of thermodynamics for reacting systems [4]. Considering a steady
state steady flow process for the electrolyzer we have,
W rev = − ∆ G

(1)

The change in Gibbs energy for the water dissociation reaction assuming constant
temperature and pressure can be obtained as follows.
∆G R = ∆H R − T∆S R

(2)

where ∆HR is the change in enthalpy of formation and ∆SR is the change in entropy for
the reaction. These two can be evaluated using the following expressions
1


∆H R =  ∆H H + ∆H O  − ∆H H O
2
2
2
2



(3)

1


∆S R =  ∆S H + ∆SO  − ∆S H O
2
2 
2
2


(4)

The change in enthalpy and entropy for species (H2, O2, H2O) can be obtained from
either tabulated data such as JANAF [5] or using (assuming ideal gas and constant
pressure process)
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T

∆ H S = H S0 , T
+
ref

∫ C p , S dT

T ref

T

∆S S =

S S0 , T
ref

+

(5)

∫

T ref

C p, S
T

(6)

dT

An empirical relation for specific heat at constant pressure can be expressed as a
function of temperature using the following relation [6]. The constants α, β, γ, δ and ε for
the given species can be found in table 1. This can be integrated and further used to
evaluate change in enthalpy and entropy for the reaction.
C p = R α + β T +γ T 2 +δ T 3 +ε T 4 



(7)

Once the change in Gibbs energy for the reaction is obtained, notice that it is negative
(work done on the system is negative). Data generally used for calculations are known for
formation of species, and hence the sign should be changed to positive for proper work
direction for the process. General behavior of the change in enthalpy of formation,
product of temperature, entropy and Gibbs energy with temperature of water (liquid) is
given in Fig 2. Notice that with the energy needed to dissociate water given by DH
decreases with the increasing temperature. Also the Gibbs energy and thereby the
thermodynamic potential needed to dissociate decreases with the increase in temperature.

Gas
H2O
O2
H2

α
4.070
3.626
3.057

β x 103
-1.108
-1.878
2.677

γ x 106
4.152
7.055
-5.810

δ x 109
-2.964
-6.764
5.521

ε x 1012
0.807
2.156
-1.812

Table 1. Constants for calculating specific heat at constant pressure [6]
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50

T*DS (kj/mol)

DH, DG (kj/mol)
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225

200
298
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308

318

328

338

348
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Figure 2. Thermodynamic quantities for the reaction in water electrolysis

Reversible potential in electrical form can be obtained from the reversible work using
U rev =

W rev
n⋅F

(8)

where n is the number of electrons taking part in reaction and F is the Faradays number
(96485 J/mol V).
Finally, the ideal thermodynamic efficiency for the electrolyzer can be defined as
η =

Output
Input

=

∆H
∆H
1
=
=
T
∆S
∆G
∆H − T∆S
1−
∆H

(9)

Notice that the thermodynamic efficiency will be greater than 1 for practical systems
(at standard conditions 1 bar, 298.15 K, the efficiency is 1.205). The efficiency will
approach 1 when t*DS/DH approaches 0 and infinity when the Gibbs energy is zero,
which happens around 4400 K. Actual efficiency of the electrolyzer cell will be less than
100 % as the energy input is greater than the enthalpy of formation of hydrogen and
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oxygen from water. This is due to over potential and other electrical losses and the actual
efficiency is given by [7].
η =

η
i − i loss
1 . 482
*
* DC
V cell
i
1+ ξ

(10)

where Vcell is the operating cell potential which depends on the operating current density
i. The typical efficiency of the industrial electrolyzer is between 65-80 % [7].

Literature Review
PEM electrolyzers were first developed after the discovery of Nafion in 1960’s. The
first commercially available PEM electrolyzers were available in the 1970’s. Review of
status of research and development of alkaline and PEM electrolyzer was reported [3].
Various design issues particularly related to materials were outlined. Further
development of PEM electrolyzers can be broadly classified as follows.
Developing improved and cheaper membrane and catalyst alternatives
Development of catalyst material and preparation has been reported by many
researchers globally. Different types of catalyst preparation methods have been reported
which are basically of chemical, physical and electrochemical nature. Chemical methods
use metal salt solution and reducing agents to obtain a layer of catalyst material on the
membrane directly [8-18]. Physical methods that were reported include sol-gel method
[19-28], sputtering and heat press method [29], and thermal vapor deposition [30]. The
sol-gel method involves the preparation of a catalyst ink (liquid Nafion, NaOH, Glycerol
and catalyst material) which is mixed thoroughly and painted on a substrate (generally
Teflon) and thermally treated until the layer becomes solid. The solid layer then is heat
pressed on both sides of the Nafion and the substrate is removed similar to a decal. In the
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sputtering methods, nano sized catalyst particles are sputtered on the substrate which is
heat pressed on the membrane. An electrochemical method of catalyst layer formation
has been reported [31, 32]. The key advantage of the electrochemical method as
compared to previously discussed methods is significantly less catalyst loading can be
deposited on the membrane which is both an ionic contact with the membrane and an
electronic contact with current supplier. Note that some of the methods are reported for
making MEAs for fuel cells but the idea can be extended to make MEAs for
electrolyzers.
Stable long term performance
Long-term-performance stability is very important to determine the service life of the
electrolyzer. The long-term data for single cell as well as bipolar electrolyzer have been
reported [26, 33, 8, 13]. Generally the data are reported in the form of potential vs. time
(order of thousands of hours). A very interesting study on the tear-down analysis of two
100 kW PEM electrolyzers was performed showing an uneven thickness of the
membrane and a degradation of the cathode side [34].
Increase in hydrogen generation capacity
Most of the initial development work on electrolyzers was performed on laboratory
level hardware. Development was also focused towards increasing the active area and
number of cells in the cell stack (also called Bi-polar arrangement of cells). In the bipolar
arrangement the flow to each cell is connected in parallel, and the electrical connections
between cells are in series. The performance of bipolar electrolyzers was reported [33,8]
in the literature.
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It was found that there were very few studies reported on modeling of PEM
electrolyzers, particularly CFD studies. A very interesting article was reported by authors
asking a question on how can theory help the development of fuel cells [35]. Answering
this question the authors go into various theories explaining physical phenomena from the
microscopic to macroscopic level for the fuel cell. Also how the sound understanding of
theory behind the fuel cells can assist in the faster development of the fuel cells for
commercialization. Similar questions can be asked for the PEM electrolyzer whose
process is reverse to that of the fuel cell.
Authors have predicted the power required to produce high-pressure hydrogen from
high-pressure electrolysis and compared it to atmospheric-pressure water electrolysis
[36]. A simple model with an equivalent circuit was used to predict the performance of a
PEM water electrolyzer [37]. These authors reported the voltage vs. current density as a
function of temperature. A finite difference method was used to solve the charge
transport equation using Butler-Volmer kinetics [38]. 2D mass, energy and charge
equations were solved. Polarization curves were presented as a function of temperature
and compared with experimental results [39]. A 2D CFD model with coupled mass,
momentum, species and charge transport was solved in COMSOL by our group [40].

Conclusions from literature review and proposed study
Clearly, from the review presented in the previous section, that there is paucity of
data on PEM electrolyzers. As a result, the thermo-fluid behavior inside the cell is not
well understood. The thermo-fluid behavior inside the electrolyzer cell and its
optimization is really needed to improve the performance of PEM electrolyzers.
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Computational fluid dynamics has been used for decades to analyze thermo-fluid
behavior for a variety of engineering applications. CFD has been used to model the PEM
fuel cells whose physics is very relevant to PEM electrolyzer behavior. It was also found
that no experimental data were reported in the literature that can be directly used for
conducting CFD studies. It appears that validated CFD studies that capture the physics of
the PEM electrolyzer behavior have not been reported.
Based on the overall experimental and numerical studies literature survey, the focus
of current study was proposed. An experimental single cell PEM electrolyzer and test
facility to characterize the cell performance has been constructed. A basic CFD study was
performed to obtain nearly uniform flow throughout the flow field. In this study an
analysis, where, operating parameters were performed. These parameters included
temperature, flow rate, voltage/current, and a geometric parameter (depth of the flow
field). Using the experimental geometric data, the CFD model was developed, in the
Fluent code, to solve the mass, momentum, energy, species transport (volume fraction
basis) and charge transport equations. Comparisons of the model with experimental data
for model validation were performed.
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CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL SINGLE CELL PEM ELECTROLYZER AND TEST FACILITY
Design of single cell PEM electrolyzer
As mentioned in the earlier section, a single cell PEM electrolyzer was designed with
an intention of providing a baseline design that can be directly used for validation of CFD
models. It is crucial to know the input CFD model parameters (for example velocity,
temperature, volume fractions and potential difference) and comparison parameters
(current density, pressure drop, outlet temperature and volume fractions) which can
provide a data set that can be used to develop and validate a CFD model of a PEM
electrolyzer. A validated model can be used as a design tool for the next generation
electrolyzer cells as well as improve the understanding of physics of electrolyzers.
Before going ahead and explaining the design details of the PEM electrolyzer and test
facility it is worth mentioning that materials selection for the overall design has been a
challenge. This is because deionized water is used as an electrolyte and maintaining its
quality is very important for the PEM water electrolysis process. It is very crucial to
avoid any contamination of electrolyte and hence prevent any unnecessary reaction at the
electrode surfaces. Material’s compatibility charts at Cole-Parmer [42] and McMasterCarr [43] were used as a guideline for materials selection, for both the cell and the test
facility design. These were particularly good resources.
Design of the PEM electrolyzer cell is described in this section and design of test
facility is described in the next section. The design of the cell which was finally tested as
a part of this work is described here. Initially platinum coated titanium mesh was used as
catalyst for hydrogen and oxygen evolution at the cathode and anode respectively. The
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performance of this first generation cell was found to be not as good. Also developing the
mesh for the CFD model was difficult because of the geometry of the electrode surface.
Due to these problems with the first generation electrolyzer cells, a second generation of
electrolyzer cell was developed which is described below.
Membrane Electrode Assembly (MEA)
The MEA for the cell was obtained from Lynntech [44] with an active area of 25 cm2
(5 cm x 5 cm) as shown in Fig 3. The materials for the catalyst layer are Pt (loading of 4
mg/cm2) for hydrogen evolution and mixed Ir-Ru oxide (loading of 4 mg/cm2) for oxygen
evolution. Nafion 115 was used as the membrane material in the MEA. An ABS plastic
fixture was designed to guide the tool used for making holes, for the bolts used for cell
assembly, in the MEA and silicon gasket. Figure 4 shows the designed fixture for the
guiding tool. A similar fixture can be used for mass production purposes for making
holes in MEAs on a large scale.
Porous titanium sheet
A porous titanium sheet (40 % porosity obtained from Mott Corporation) was used
for the current collector on both anode and cathode side of MEA. From literature it was
found that titanium has a better performance for the current collector as compared to
carbon foil or nickel foam [8].
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Figure 3. MEA for electrolyzer with Pt for hydrogen and mixed Ir/Ru Oxide

Figure 4. Fixture to make holes in the MEA for cell assembly

Performance of an electrolyzer cell as a function of porosity and thickness of the
porous sheet is still believed to be an open question and will not be attempted to be
analyzed in this work. Fig 5 shows the porous titanium sheet used for this work.
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Figure 5. Porous titanium sheet for water, gases and electron transport in the cell
from flow field to the MEA

Figure 6. Straight channel titanium flow field for PEM electrolyzer
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Titanium flow field
Titanium sheet (Grade 2, 1/8” thickness) was used to manufacture the flow fields.
Several designs of flow field have been suggested in the literature [7] but a straight
channel design was selected for simplicity. It is imperative to note that not much data has
been is available in the literature on the effect of width and depth of the flow field on the
performance of the electrolyzer. The width and depth of flow field was provided in the
article, but no rationale was provided on why particular sizes were chosen [41]. Due to
lack of data on this aspect and its effect on cell performance, 1/8” (3.175 mm) was chosen
as width, 1/16’’ (1.5875 mm) and 1/32’’ (0.079375 mm) were considered as the two
depths for this study. This would provide a guideline of the effect of increasing or
decreasing the depth of flow field on the performance of the electrolyzer cell. CFD
analysis was used to determine the final design of the flow channels based on the nearly
uniform flow in the flow channels. This final design was machined into the titanium sheet
using a CNC machine, as shown in Fig 6, in order to obtain better dimensional accuracy
between the designed and actual flow fields. It is worth mentioning that a similar design
of flow field was used on both sides of the MEA.
External plate and other parts
The external plate for the cell was made of ¾” CPVC material. It was machined on a
CNC to have better alignment with holes on the flow field. Polypropylene tube of ¼’’
OD is used on top of 8-32, 316 stainless steel bolts to electrically insulate them from the
flow field and thereby prevent any alternate path for the flow of current.
The final cell assembly is shown in Fig 7. The cell is thermally insulated in order to
have thermally insulated boundary condition for CFD modeling. The final assembly
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Figure 7. Assembly of the PEM electrolyzer cell for experimental analysis

Figure 8. Final assembly of the PEM electrolyzer cell with insulation to prevent any heat
loss from the cell
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along with the thermal insulation of the PEM electrolyzer is shown in Fig 8. The
exploded view of the solid model of PEM electrolyzer for more clarity on the cell
assembly is shown in Fig 9.

Figure 9. Exploded view of PEM electrolyzer cell

Test facility
The test facility was designed to characterize the performance of electrolyzer cell for
different operating parameters (flow rate, temperature and cell voltage/current density).
Fig 10 shows the test facility built for evaluating the electrolysis cell. Key components of
the test facility are: centrifugal pump, data acquisition system (DAQ) system,
temperature controller, deionized water system and the DC power supply. The facility
was designed so that it could allow for testing the electrolyzers for a range of
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temperatures (25-70 °C), flow rate, and current density (up to 1000 mA/cm2 for cell
active areas up to 100 cm2).

Figure 10. Test facility layout for characterizing PEM electrolyzer

The measurement instrumentation included the thermistor, volumetric flow rate
meter, current sensor, voltage sensor, water resistivity sensor for data logger. Also an
inverted U-tube differential manometer was used to measure the pressure difference
across the cell for water flow with no hydrogen and oxygen generation. Pressure
difference, temperature difference and current provide the needed data for comparison
between the experimental and modeling results. Note that amount of hydrogen and
oxygen generated can be back calculated from the current flowing through the cell which
gives data for comparison for results from the multiphase equation (volume fraction of
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hydrogen, oxygen and water) at the outlets. It should be noted that no efforts were taken
to visually capture the multiphase flow, in the form of a video or photos, at the outlets of
electrolyzer cell which is one of the suggested future work along with visual data for flow
inside the flow field. Main components of the test facility are described in the next part of
this section.
Centrifugal pump
The pump, ordered from McMaster Carr, uses has magnetic coupling between the
motor and the impeller which is needed to prevent any contamination of the de-ionized
water. Fig 11 shows the centrifugal pump as installed in the test facility. The pump is
rated to use with deionized water which is the working fluid for water electrolysis. The
wetted parts for the pump are carbon, ceramic, ryton and viton [43].

Figure 11. Mag-drive centrifugal pump used to circulate DI water in the flow circuit
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Storage tank
The tank used is of 5 gallons water storage capacity and is made of polypropylene
which is compatible with de-ionized water. A piston is placed inside the storage tank in
order to minimize the direct contact of de-ionized water with air that would normally
decrease the resistivity of the water. Fig 12 shows the storage tank as installed in the test
facility along with the external insulation to prevent any heat loss to the room. Fig 13
shows the internal view and assembly of storage tank.

Figure 12. Polypropylene water storage tank

Deionized water system
This system, as shown in Fig 14, was used to feed a continuous supply of deionized
water to the storage tank. It assisted in maintaining resistivity of water above 1 Mohm-cm
during all the tests. The deionized water system used was model Millipore Elix 3.
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Figure 13. Detailed assembly of water storage tank

Figure 14. De ionized water system for PEM water electrolyzer
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Temperature controller
A water bath, as shown in Fig 15, was used to maintain the constant temperature
during the test. Stainless steel pipes were used for heat transfer between the water bath
and the working fluid (de-ionized water). The water bath used for the experiment was
Lauda K 4 R Electronic. The bath capacity is 13 liters, temperature range of -30/150 °C.
The temperature control set point has to be adjusted on the analog thermometer of the
water bath. This gives approximate temperature control of the water bath and hence on
the deionized water used for the electrolysis.

Figure 15. Water bath used as a temperature controller for deionized water
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DC power supply
A DC power supply sends current to the cell for the water electrolysis process. The
applied constant voltage method was used across the cell. The DC power supply used is
Sorensen DCS8-125E (0-8V, 0-125 A) and is shown in Fig 16.
Pipe, pipe fittings, tubing, tube fittings and custom fittings
Pipe, pipe fittings, tube fittings and custom pipe fittings (housing for thermistors,
resistivity sensor, gas separator and piston inside water tank) are made from
polypropylene in order to prevent any contamination of de-ionized water from any
plasticizers. Rubber tube used in the test facility was made from Buna-N which is comp-

Figure 16. DC power supply (0-8V 0-125 A) for PEM water electrolyzer.

atible with deionized water. 316 Stainless steel tubes are used for heat transfer between
water inside the water bath and the deionized water.
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DAQ system
DAQ system for the test facility includes the Campbell Scientific data logger
(CR10X) [45] and Campbell Scientific multiplexer AM16/32 [46].
Campbell Scientific data logger
The data logger, as shown in Fig 17, is a fully programmable data logger/controller
with 6 differential voltage analog inputs, pulse inputs, excitation outputs, digital
input/output ports and 5 and 12 V outputs for connecting the sensors and external
devices. Other operational information can be obtained from the manual [45].
Campbell Scientific multiplexer
Multiplexer is used to increase the number of sensors for measurement in addition to
the data logger. The multiplexer is placed electrically between the sensors and data
logger. When a signal is received from the data logger, the latter scans the connected

Figure 17. Campbell Scientific data logger CR10X
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sensors and sends the output signal back to the data logger at a specified location for
storage. The AM 16/32 can be connected with 32 sensors with two lines or 16 sensors
with four lines. Fig 18 shows the Campbell Scientific multiplexer AM 16/32. Other
details can be obtained from the supplier’s manual [46].

Figure 18. Campbell Scientific multiplexer AM 16/32

Laptop computer
A laptop computer was used to program the data logger using the LoggerNet
program. The same program is used to monitor the operating parameters namely flow
rate, resistivity, inlet temperature, outlet temperatures for hydrogen and oxygen side and
current and voltage. The data are transferred to the laptop computer from the data logger
once the set of experiments are completed for further experimental data analysis. Fig 19
shows the typical variable monitor charts while the experimental test is ongoing.
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Figure 19. Loggernet GUI for monitoring operating parameters

Measurement sensors
Thermistor
Thermistors are used for temperature measurements at the inlet and outlet of
electrolyzer cell. This choice was made over thermocouples because the accuracy of
thermistors is better. Thermistors used in test facility are YSI 44032, rated for
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interchangeability within 0.1 °C in the range 0-70 °C using the Steinhart, Hart equation.
The thermistor as received, shown in Fig 20, consists of resistance element covered with

Figure 20. YSI 44032 thermistor element

epoxy and wires attached to the resistance element. These elements are soldered to the
audio cable to allow for quick connect/disconnect with the data logger. Heat shrink
tubing was used to have a proper solid attachment and cover the soldered wires, shown in
Figure 21, between the thermistor element and the audio cable. The thermistor element
attached to the cable is further coated with thermally conductive grease (Omegatherm
202) and is placed inside the stainless steel body with NPT threading. Thermal grease is
used to reduce the resistance to heat transfer between the stainless steel body and
thermistor element. Fig 22 shows the mounting of the thermistor inside the polypropylene
fitting which is attached to the deionized water tubing line for temperature measurements.
The 316 SS housing with thermistor is attached from top to the polypropylene fitting as
shown in Figure. The female end of the audio cable is attached to the male end on one
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Figure 21. Thermistor attached to the stereo cable with heat shrink tubing

Figure 22. Thermistor plumbing fitting for measuring temperature

side (thermistor side) and to the other end of the cable is attached to the data logger
through the multiplexer.
The thermistors are connected to the multiplexer and data logger using the DC half
bridge circuit as shown in the Fig 23. Firstly the resistance across the thermistor element
is obtained from the potential measurements at the data logger using equation 11.
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Figure 23. DC half bridge used to measure the temperature using thermistor

Finally, temperature of the thermistor is obtained by substituting the resistance in
Steinhart-Hart equation (12).
The temperature is the obtained from resistance using the Steinhart- Hart equation.

 V 
rs =  1 r f
 V x−V1 



1
 − 273.15

T (rs ) =
 A + B ln(r ) + C ln(r )3 
s
s 


(11)

(12)

The resistor rf is 200 kohm and the excitation voltage used for measurements is 1800
mV. The high resistance is chosen for resistor rf in order to be able to use the lower
voltage measurement range (0-250 mV) and ensures that noise in the excitation does not
have an effect on the signal noise. Also a relatively large resistance limits the current
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through the thermistor reducing the self heating error. The self heating when immersed in
a well stirred oil bath is 8 mW/ºC for the YSI 44032 thermistors. For the excitation
voltage used, the maximum power that is dissipated by the thermistor for the designed
temperature range is 2 µW. This results in a maximum self heating error of 0.0002 ºC
which is considered negligible.
The resistance values provided by YSI are 30000 ohm and 5359 ohm at 25 ºC and 70
ºC respectively. The range for the voltage measurements VH can be easily obtained using
equation 11, as 47-235mV using 60Hz noise rejection. In this range, the logger resolution
is 66.6µV for a single ended voltage measurement. An uncertainty analysis was
performed and is included in the Appendix. These calculations estimate the maximum
total uncertainty for any absolute temperature measurement as uT = ±0.2 ºC. For this
experiment, differential temperature measurement between inlet and outlet of the cell is
more important as compared to the absolute temperatures. The uncertainty of the ∆T
measurement across the cell is then given by Equation 13.

u∆T = uT 12 + uT 22 = uT 2 = ±.28οC

(13)

Three thermistors are used in the experiment to monitor the temperature at inlet and
H2 and O2 side outlet. Though the thermistors are interchangeable within ±0.1º C,
calibration was performed to reduce the error in change in the differential temperature as
much as possible. Three thermistors housings are connected with tubing so as to have
minimum distance between them. Then the thermistors were very well insulated to
prevent any heat transfer between the ambient surroundings and the thermistors. Then the
pump is started, the water flow rate is set to 1000 ml/min, and the system is tested for two
temperatures (25 and 60 ºC) at which the final tests were conducted on the electrolyzer
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cells and the resistance data logged into the laptop computer. Based on the resistance
values the temperature was obtained from the Steinhart-Hart equation. Taking the
Steinhart-Hart equations coefficients A, B and C for the inlet thermistor, as provided by
the YSI, the coefficients for the other two thermistors are modified to minimize the

θ = ∑ Tref − Tcal
i

(14)

i

i

temperature difference given by equation. The minimization was obtained by using the
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Figure 24. Calibration of oxygen thermistor as compared to thermistor
for inlet temperature measurement

optimization function in MATLABTM. The new coefficients were further used to obtain
the temperature for the thermistors on the outlet side of the electrolyzer. Figs 24 and 25
show the effect of the calibration on the change in temperature at the two temperatures at
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which the final experiments will be performed. It can be seen that there is improvement
in change in the temperature measurement after the calibration.
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Figure 25. Calibration of hydrogen thermistor as compared to thermistor
for inlet temperature measurement

The data also shows that the uncertainty for either change in temperature
measurement after the calibration can be estimated as ±0.07 °C.
Flowmeter
The flow rate of water through the cell is measured using the Omega® FT601B ultra
low flow sensor (Figure 26). The sensor is an axial paddlewheel turbine type and outputs
a pulse signal directly proportional to the flow rate. The proportionality constant is 36000
pulses/liter and range of flow rate measurement for sensor is from 0.1 to 2 liters/minute
(frequency 60-1200 Hz) with accuracy of ±3 %. The data logger can input a maximum of
16 kHz. Wetted material PVDF is compatible with deionized water. A 12V excitation
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voltage needed for the flowmeter is supplied from the excitation output ports on the data
logger.

Figure 26. Omega FT601B flowmeter

Figure 27. Wiring diagram for the flow meter
The flowmeter has a barbed fitting to connect to the water tubing at inlet and outlet.
Inlet tubing for the flowmeter was connected with 25 micron filter and care was taken to
have 30D (D is diameter of tubing) straight length of tube before the flow rate meter. The
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excitation voltage of 12 V was used to measure the pulse output from the flowmeter.
Figure 27 shows the wiring connection between the flowmeter and data logger.
Water resistivity sensor
Resistivity of deionized water is measured using a resistivity sensor and resistivity

Figure 28. Resistivity sensor installed in its custom designed fitting
for water resistivity measurement

analyzer. The resistivity sensor used was obtained from Consensus Scientific. It has 100
K thermistor, has a cell constant K of 0.1, and the overall accuracy of the sensor is ±2 %.
The resistivity analyzer used is a Foxboro 873 RS which has accuracy of ±0.5 % fullscale range at 25 °C. Therefore the accuracy of the resistivity measurement is ±1% of full
scale 0-2 Mohm-cm. Figs 28 and 29 show the resistivity sensor and the resistivity
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Figure 29. Foxboro resistivity analyzer
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Figure 30. Resistivity as a function of voltage from the Foxboro analyzer
analyzer respectively. The resistivity analyzer outputs differential voltages proportional
the manufacturer to measure the absolute value of the resistivity of the deionized water.
The output voltage (0 -10 V dc) is scaled to be able to be read by the data logger (0-2.5 V
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dc). The resistivity was found to be a linear function of output voltage, and this is shown
in Fig 30.
Current sensor
A current shunt is used to measure the current draw by the cell for water electrolysis.
The shunt used was Empro MLA 50 A – 50 mV type (accuracy ±0.1 %). It was selected
to obtain current densities up to 2000 mA/cm2. Fig 31 shows the current shunt used for
the measurements.

Figure 31. Empro MLA current shunt

Measurement program and data collection
This section describes the program written and provided to the data logger for data
collection during the experiments. A complete program is provided in the appendix. The
first few lines give the input locations for various measurement parameters (thermistor
resistance, inlet and outlet temperatures, water bath temperature, resistivity, flow rate,
voltage, current) and CR10X internal parameters (battery voltage, signature, internal
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temperature). Lines 25-60 activate the multiplexer, measure the resistance of thermistors
and deactivate the multiplexer again. From lines 60-360 the data logger calculates the
temperature from the resistance values recorded from the thermistors and saves them into
input locations. Lines 360-372 measure and save the value of the water bath temperature
using a J type thermocouple. Similarly lines 372-392, 393-402, 403- 412 and 413-422
measure and record the water resistivity, flow rate, voltage and current respectively.
Lines 423 onwards output the key data to the storage locations on the data logger from
where it can be downloaded on a computer.

Experimental test procedure
After completion of construction of the cells and test facility, an initial set of
experiments and calculations were performed to define the upper and lower limits of
operating parameters (flow rate, temperature and current) for the final tests. The lower
limit on the flow rate (582 ±6.1 mlpm) was determined by the rate at which flow was
nearly static at the water inlet of tank. Higher flow rate (902 ±7.5 mlpm) was obtained by
fixing the ratio of rate of hydrogen produced to the water flow rate to approximately 10
%. This was important because a multiphase mixture model needs a volume fraction of
approximately 10 % or greater for accuracy of solution. Note that since the average
deviation in the flow rate is small as compared to the actual flow rate, its effect on the
cell performance can be neglected. The lower temperature was chosen near room
temperature as 25.8 (±0.2) °C. Higher temperature was chosen as 58.7 (±1.8) °C which is
little less than the temperature for which the test facility was designed. Similar to the flow
rate, the effect of the average deviation of temperature from set point can be assumed to
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be negligible as compared to the actual temperature. Based on the initial testing, it was
found that the electrolyzer cell can be tested for maximum current density of 500 mA/cm2
for all the parametric variation considered for this work. Final tests were performed at
current densities 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mA/cm2.
The procedure outlined below was followed while conducting each experimental
test:
1. Ensure water resistivity is above 1 Mohm-cm.
2. Set the temperature at set point (lower).
3. Set the flow rate at set point (higher or lower).
4. Once the set temperature is achieved, increase the current value to 12.5 A (500
mA/cm2).
5. Flow rate is adjusted back to the set point (note the flow rate changes due to
multiphase flow mixture at the outlet of the cell).
6. Current is changed after every 20 minutes to a lower value.
7. After current sweep across the range is finished, the current is again increased to 12.5
A.
8. Flow rate is set at set point (lower or higher).
9. Continue steps 4-7.
10. Set the temperature to set point (higher).
11. Continue steps 3-9.
Duration of a test for one set of flow field parameters it takes nearly 8 hours
excluding the time needed to raise the temperature from lower set point to higher set
point. The data was monitored in real time during the experiments using the LoggerNet
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software which interfaces with the data logger. Once the experiment is performed on one
cell it is downloaded on the laptop computer for further data analysis using MS Excel.
The cell is then disassembled to change the flow field plates and the same procedure is
used again to test the cell.
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CHAPTER 3
CFD MODELING OF PEM ELECTROLYZER
Introduction
CFD modeling is widely used to design and simulate a wide variety of thermo fluid
applications. Here we have made an attempt to model the multi-physics of a PEM
electrolyzer using the commercial CFD software Fluent®. Fluent is a Finite Volume
Method based program. For CFD analysis, the physics of the PEM electrolyzer can be
described as combined thermal, fluid (multiphase flow) and electrochemical reaction
situation. The multiphase flow and electrochemical reaction rate inside the electrolyzer is
dependent on geometric parameters namely flow field design (for example, in the case of
straight channels the width and depth), porosity and thickness of porous plates. Note that
design of the flow field and porous plate characteristics also have an effect on current
distribution and thereby assist in effectively reducing the ohmic losses of the cell. Since
the performance of PEM electrolyzer is strongly dependent on the thermo-fluid behavior
inside the cell, it is strongly believed that detailed CFD analysis can certainly assist in
improving performance of PEM electrolyzers.

Numerical model
Numerical modeling involves solving the set of partial differential equations which
describes the physics of the PEM electrolyzer. Two sets of CFD studies are performed in
this work. The first one is a 3D CFD study to obtain nearly uniform flow throughout the
flow field and the second involves a 2D CFD study to model the multi-physics of the
PEM electrolyzer cell.
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Qualitative 3D CFD analysis of flow field design
Various types of flow fields have been proposed in the literature and used for
improving the transport of species inside an electrolyzer or a fuel cell [7]. The simplest
one is being the straight channel flow field and more complicated ones include bio
mimicked flow fields. Not many studies have been published on the effects of flow field
and its effect on the performance of the electrolyzer. The straight channel type flow field
was considered for this work based of simplicity of design. It is more reasonable to start
from a simple design and then move to complicated one after good comparison between

Figure 32. Initial design of straight channel flow field
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Figure 33. Initial CFD domain of the straight channel flow field

experimental and numerical model is achieved for the simple design.
The simple straight channel flow field design is shown in Fig 32. A 3D CFD model
was used to analyze the effect of variation in inlet channel design on the velocity profiles
in the straight channels. Fig 33 shows the computational domain of the straight channel
flow field.
An assumption was made that the effect of hydrogen and oxygen on the bulk water
flow is very small and can be neglected for this analysis. A key reason for this
assumption besides its simplifying nature is that the mass and volume fractions of
hydrogen and oxygen are very small as compared to water and hence can be neglected for
this qualitative analysis. Also due care is taken to assure that the final design should not
be complicated and provide dimensional constraints while machining and hence the
design is more practical from manufacturing standpoint.
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The governing equations for this model are the continuity (equation 15) and
momentum (equation 16) equations including the effect of gravity.

ρ
∇ ⋅ (ρv ) = 0
ρρ
ρ
ρ
∇ ⋅ (ρv v ) = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ (µ∇v ) + ρg

(15)
(16)

The boundary conditions are based upon the velocity at the inlet and outlet. The
Reynolds number for the flow rate of 590 mlpm is 1379 (laminar region) at the inlet pipe.
For this flow conditions, 3D CFD analysis was performed to obtain the velocity profile
inside the flow field. Figs 34 and 35 show the final flow field and CFD flow domain
respectively. Further grid independency analysis was performed to make sure the grid
size has minimum or no effect on the solution. The results of this modeling are discussed
in Chapter 4.

Figure 34. Final design of straight channel flow field after CFD analysis
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Figure 35. Final CFD domain of the modified straight channel flow field design

CFD model for the PEM electrolyzer
This section provides the details of the CFD model of the PEM water electrolyzer
cell. As mentioned before not much work has been done on the CFD modeling of the
PEM electrolyzer. It has been a challenge to put together the basic modeling procedure
and equations. As a simplified approach, 2D modeling has been performed in this work
which can be extended to 3D for industrial applications. This type of tool is particularly
valuable to improve the flow physics inside the electrolyzer. Note that this work doesn’t
contain modeling at the molecular level which can provide the information of reaction
kinetics at the interface of catalyst, water and PEM.
The CFD model provides a resolution of the modeling aspects at the macroscopic
level inside the PEM electrolyzer cell. The mass, momentum, multiphase, energy and
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electrostatics (charge transport (protonic and electronic)) equations completely describes
the multi-physics of the PEM electrolyzer.
The multiphase equations were used to describe the transport of water (liquid),
hydrogen (gas) and oxygen (gas) inside the flow field. Since the multiphase equations
are based on volume fraction which is higher on order of magnitude basis as compared to
species transport equation that are based on the mass fraction. For example, if water flow
rate of 295 mlpm is electrolyzed at 12.5 A in a 25 cm2 cell (current density 500 mA/cm2)
the volume fraction of hydrogen and oxygen are estimated to be 0.324 and 0.16
respectively, whereas mass fractions for same situation are 0.000026 and 0.0002,
respectively. This calculation was performed before making a decision on using a mass
fraction or a volume fraction basis for the multi species flow solution inside the
electrolyzer cell. Based on the calculations performed above, volume fractions basis was
used for representing the multi species flow inside the electrolyzer. This approach is
unique in a way that no evidence is found where the volume fraction method was used to
solve the physics of PEM electrolyzer. Also the mass source terms are used in the catalyst
layers to include for hydrogen and oxygen production and mass sink for water
consumption in the anodic catalyst layer.
The electrochemical reaction can be modeled using a simplification of Maxwell’s
equation that describes the electromagnetic fields. Only the electrostatic part of
Maxwell’s equation is solved to obtain the electrical potential and current density, for
both electronic and protonic current, inside the catalyst layer and membrane as a function
of heterogeneous reaction that takes place inside the catalyst layers. The reaction rate
inside the catalyst layers can be modeled using Butler-Volmer kinetics or its simplified
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version in the Tafel equations. Since the Butler-Volmer term is a highly non-linear source
term, the simplified Tafel equations are used in the current work to provide the model of
the reaction rate.
The energy equation is solved to obtain the temperature distribution in the
computational domain. It is particularly of interest to predict the temperature inside the
membrane and catalyst layer when the electrolyzer operates at high temperature. This is
because Nafion when operating beyond 110 ºC can degrade or be damaged permanently.
Hence, this can affect the lifetime of the PEM electrolyzer cell significantly. Also the
heat source terms due to the ohmic losses and electric work are acting in the MEA region
of the electrolyzer. The water flowing through the flow fields and porous layer acts as a
coolant to remove the heat from the MEA region. Also since there is a porous region
between the flow fields and MEA the cooling effect is dependent on the properties of the
porous layer. If the porosity of the porous layer is fixed then the only way to cool the
MEA region is by increasing the flow rate at the inlet of the cell.
Computational domain, governing equations and boundary conditions
2D Computational domain and mesh generated with Gambit for the PEM electrolyzer
with 1/16” and 1/32” depth flow fields is shown in Figs 36-39.
The governing equations for modeling the PEM electrolyzer are provided in this
section.
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Figure 36. 2D CFD domain of PEM electrolyzer for 1/16 inch depth flow field

Figure 37. Gambit 2D mesh for PEM electrolyzer with 1/16 inch depth
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Figure 38. 2D CFD domain of PEM electrolyzer for 1/32 inch depth flowfield

Figure 39. Gambit 2D mesh for PEM electrolyzer with 1/32 inch depth
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Mass conservation for the mixture

ρ
∇ ⋅ (ρ mvm ) = 0

(17)

where ρm is the mixture density and vm is the mass averaged velocity that are given by

n

ρ

∑α k ρk vk

ρ
vm = k =1

ρm

(18)

n

ρm = ∑α k ρk
k =1

(19)

Here αm is the volume fraction of phase k.
Momentum equation for the mixture

 n
ρ ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ ρ 
∇ ⋅ (ρmvmvm ) = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ (µm∇vm ) + ρm g + ∇ ⋅  ∑α k ρ k vdr ,k vdr ,k 



 k =1

(20)

Where n is the number of phases and µm is the viscosity of the mixture

µm =

n

∑ α k µk

k =1

(21)

ρ
vdr , k is the drift velocity for the secondary phase k

ρ
ρ ρ
vdr , k = vk − vm

Energy equation for the mixture
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(22)

n

(

)

ρ
∇ ⋅ ∑ (α k vk (ρ k Ek + p )) = ∇ ⋅ keff ∇T + S E

(23)

k =1

Where keff is the effective thermal conductivity and is given by

keff =

n

∑ α k kk

(24)

k =1
In the energy equation, Ek is given by

vk2
Ek = hk −
+
ρk 2
p

(25)

Where hk is the sensible enthalpy for phase k. The SE term in the energy equation is
the source term that includes heat sources due the ohmic and electric work terms. The
heat sink term includes energy for phase change of water and entropy change.

S E = I 2 Rohm + ηRan,cat −

T∆S
Ran − h phase
nF

(26)

Multiphase equation for secondary phase p is given by

n
ρ
ρ
∇ ⋅ α p ρ p vm = −∇ ⋅ α p ρ p vdr , p + ∑ m&qp − m&pq

(

)

(

)

(

q =1

)

(27)

The homogeneous multiphase form of the mixture model is used to obtain the volume
fraction of the different phases inside the cell. This implies that all phases move with
same velocity and hence the relative velocity is zero between the primary and secondary
phases. The drift velocity for the secondary phases is obtained from
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n
ρ
ρ
vdr , p = − ∑ ck vqk

(

)

k =1

(28)

where ck is mass fraction of phase k

α ρ
ck = k k
ρm

(29)

Mass source terms for the primary and secondary phases that provide the effect of
consumption of water and production of hydrogen and oxygen are given below.

M w,O2

SO2 = −
SO2 = −

4F
M w, H 2

S H 2O = −

2F

Ran

(30)

Rcat

(31)

M w, H 2O
2F

Ran

(32)

The electrochemical reaction in the MEA can be described by electrostatic equations.
Two potential equations are solved as a part of the PEM electrolyzer model. One
accounts for the electronic charge transport and the other for protonic charge transport
within the MEA.

∇ ⋅ (σ e∇φe ) + Sφ = 0

(

)

∇ ⋅ σ p∇φ p + Sφ = 0
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(33)

(34)

where σ is the electrical conductivity (1/ohm-m), φ is the electric potential and Sφ is the
volumetric transfer current (A/m3). The volumetric source terms for the electrostatic
equations for the anode and cathode are given by the Butler-Volmer equations.

F
 α Fη
−
α
η an 
an
an
cat
ref 
RT
−e
Ran = jan  e RT





F
 α Fη
−
α
η cat
an
cat
cat
ref 
RT
RT
+e
Rcat = jcat  − e



(35)







(36)

Tafel equations for calculating the volumetric source terms are given by

 α Fη 
ref  an RT an 
Ran = jan  e





 −α F η
cat
cat
ref 
RT
Rcat = jcat
e




(37)







(38)

where ηan, ηcat are given by

ηan = φe − φ p − Voc

(39)

ηcat = φe − φ p

(40)

It is very important to mention that the open circuit potential for fuel cell at the
cathode, for the oxygen reduction, is significantly different from the Nernst equation as
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obtained from the experimental investigation reported [35,47]. The interesting finding
was reported which showed an increase in magnitude of open circuit potential with
temperature as opposed to that obtained from the Nernst equation. However there is no
experimental evidence that the open circuit potential for oxygen evolution is different
from the one obtained from the Nernst equation.
The boundary conditions used to obtain the closure for CFD model of PEM
electrolyzer is described in this section. To have a proper comparison between the
experimental and numerical work, special considerations to obtain the 2D boundary
conditions from the actual experimental and 3D CFD studies are outlined.
Inlet boundary
Velocity boundary condition is used at the inlet for the momentum equation. Inlet
temperature and volume fraction are specified for the energy and multiphase equation
respectively. Note that the volume fractions for the H2 and O2 phase are zero and water
phase volume fraction is 1 at the inlet. Also the velocity at the inlet is obtained from the
3D CFD model of the water flow only through the PEM electrolyzer. This is important as
the 2D model is a simplified version of the actual 3D model.
Outlet boundary
The boundary condition at the outlet is pressure outlet and besides this nothing has to
be specified.
Wall boundary
A thermally insulated type boundary condition at the outer wall of the domain is
specified. Current density is specified at the anode side wall and zero potential is
specified at the cathode side wall for the electrostatic equation.
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Figure 40. Boundary conditions for 2D CFD modeling of the PEM electrolyzer

Figure 41. Source and sink terms for multi-physics PEM electrolyzer model
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Note that the current density obtained from the experimental work is 3D based and
has to be modified to account for the 2D area before applying it to the 2D model. Figs 40
and 41 show the location of the boundary conditions and source terms in the 2D model.
Also note that the mass, heat and current source terms are volume-based terms and have
to be corrected from the experimental values for change in volume before they are
applied to the 2D model.
Other data
Thermal
Specific
Viscosity
conductivity
heat

Temperature

Density

K

kg/m3

298.95
331.85

1.288657
1.158236

919.854 2.07E-05
925.271 2.24E-05

0.02672619
0.02874546

298.95
331.85

0.081072
0.072896

14306.1 8.94E-06
14401.5 9.56E-06

0.1825054
0.19695508

H2O
298.95
331.85

997.2186
983.5496

4179.34
4184.74

0.61161295
0.65222

J/kg-K

N-s/m2

W/m-K

O2

H2

0.00088
0.00048

Table 2. Thermal properties of various species

CFD modeling procedure
The CFD modeling of the complex multi–physics of the PEM electrolyzer is very
challenging. The performance of the PEM electrolyzer is at its core dependent upon the
reaction kinetics occurring inside the catalyst layer at the tri-phase intersection of
membrane, catalyst and water. Also equally important is transport of species (water,
hydrogen and oxygen) to and from the catalyst layer from the bulk flow of water in the
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flow fields. The heterogeneous reaction is modeled using the Tafel equation in this report
as a simplified version of Butler-Volmer equation. The procedure used to perform CFD
modeling of PEM electrolyzer and compare that with the experimental results is outlined
in this section.
1. 3D CFD modeling for one side of the cell is performed to compare the pressure
drop obtained from the experiment for a given flow field, porous plate and MEA.
The catalyst layer is assumed to be porous. The water flow without any
electrolysis is considered for this model for consistency between the experiments
performed for the pressure measurement.
2. Input velocity in the 2D model for the PEM electrolyzer is obtained from
comparison of velocity between 2D and 3D CFD models for water flow only.
3. 3D to 2D conversions were performed for area and volume based quantities like
current density and the volumetric current source, as there is a change in volume
in the 2D model compared to the 3D model. This is due to the fact that in the 2D
model the depth is considered as unity whereas in 3D model the depth is
significantly less than 1 m for this design.
4. 2D CFD multi-physics modeling of PEM electrolyzer is performed using inputs
from the above mentioned considerations.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental test results
The experimental tests are performed on the single cell PEM electrolyzer to study the
effect of operating parameters (temperature and flow rate) and the design parameter
(depth of flow field). Fig 42 shows the typical change in temperature on the oxygen and
hydrogen sides at the time obtained from raw temperature data measured during test.
Case for which the Figure shown is the test performed at 25.8 ºC, 902 mlpm and 1/16
inch depth of flow field. The cell initially is operated at 12.5 A and current density at this
current is 500 mA/cm2. As time progresses the current density is reduced. There is a drop
in change in temperature as the current density decreases over time. This is because at
higher current density, heat generated due to the electric work and ohmic heating is high
showing the greater temperature change at higher current density. This information is
important as it, along with the water flow rate (shown in Fig 43), can be used to calculate
the heat gained by the water during electrolysis. This enters into the energy balance for
the electrolyzer. This information can be used to calibrate the energy equation results
from the numerical model by allowing for direct comparison between the numerical and
experimental work.
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Figure 42. Change in temperature vs. time (25.8 ºC, 902 mlpm and depth 1/16th)
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Figure 43. Typical flow rate vs. time obtained during test

The raw experimental data set obtained during the parametric test performed on the
PEM electrolyzer is further shown in Figs 44-52. The current and cell voltage are shown
in the figures. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the test starts at the higher current density and
at 15 minute intervals the current density is reduced for the cell.
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Fig 44 shows the current and voltage as a function of time for test 1 conducted at 25.8
ºC, 902 mlpm and 1/16” depth flow field. Similarly Fig 45 shows the same data for a
1/32” depth flow field.
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Figure 44. Current and voltage vs. time for test performed at 25.8 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/16" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Figure 45. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 25.8 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Fig 46 shows the current and voltage as a function of time for test 1 conducted at 25.8
ºC, 582 mlpm and 1/16” depth flow field. Similarly Fig 47 shows the same data for a
1/32” depth flow field.
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Figure 46. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm
and 1/16" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Figure 47. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Fig 48 shows the current and voltage as a function of time for test 1 conducted at 58.7
ºC, 902 mlpm and 1/16” depth flow field. Similarly Fig 49 shows the same data for a
1/32” depth flow field.
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Figure 48. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/16" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Figure 49. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Fig 50 shows the current and voltage as a function of time for test 1 conducted at 58.7
ºC, 582 mlpm and 1/16” depth flow field. Similarly Fig 51 shows the same data for a
1/32” depth flow field.
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Figure 50. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 58.7 °C, 582 mlpm
and 1/16" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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Figure 51. Current and voltage vs time for test performed at 58.7 °C, 582 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field PEM electrolyzer
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From electrochemistry theory, the thermodynamics reversible cell potential is a
function of temperature. The cell potential increases as the current density of the cell
increases. This increase in cell potential is due the over-potentials namely activation,
ohmic and concentration. Now for the electrolyzer, since the amount of water flowing
through the cell is generally several orders of magnitude greater than the actual water
electrolyzed. The concentration over potential is expected to be generally small and the
major over potentials the cell has to over come are from activation and ohmic effects.
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Figure 52. Polarization curve during the first test after cell assembly

The performance of the cell tested initially with new MEA at 25 ºC, 960 mlpm and
1/16” flow fields is shown in Fig 52. It was observed that cell degrades initially and then
the degradation is negligible after few hours of operation. From Fig 52 it can be observed
that the cell potential increase is linear showing that cell has already overcome the
activation potential and the effect is due to ohmic over potential.
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Experimental data analysis
The polarization (I-V) curve is a standard way to quantify the effectiveness of
electrolyzer performance. The effect of variation of operating and design parameters on
the polarization curve, obtained from the experimental tests, is provided in this section.
The current draw through the cell is changed every twenty minutes during the test. 20
minutes averaged data is taken for the analyzing the PEM electrolyzer performance for
all tests conducted.
Fig 53 shows the effect of temperature and flow rate on the performance of the
electrolyzer with 1/16” flow field. Similarly, performance for electrolyzer with 1/32”
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Figure 53. I-V curve for the PEM electrolyzer with flow field depth 1/16"
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Figure 54. I-V curve for the PEM electrolyzer with flow field depth 1/32"
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Figure 55. I-V curve for all parametric variations considered for this work

depth flow field is shown in Fig 54. Fig 55 provides better insight into effect of depth of
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flow field on the performance of the PEM electrolyzer by visualizing the effect of both
of the depths considered for this work in one figure.
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Figure 56. I-V curve showing the effect of depth of flow field at high temperature

From Figs 54 and 55 it can be observed that temperature has significant effect on
performance as compared to the flow rate or depth of flow field. There is a small effect of
flow rate on performance for 1/16” depth flow field. Whereas the effect of flow rate on
1/32” depth flow field is negligible. Fig 56 gives the pictorial representation of all tests
performed on the single cell PEM electrolyzer. Clearly, from the results it can be
observed that effect of flow rate and depth of flow field are significantly less, compared
to the effect of temperature. The reversible potential is reduced with increasing
temperature. Also over potentials are less at high temperature, and this can be directly
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observed from the Butler-Volmer equation where temperature appears in the exponential
term.
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Figure 57. Change in temperature for O2 side of cell for 1/16" depth flow field

Fig 56 clearly shows the effect of change in the depth of flow field on the
performance of the PEM electrolyzer. There is small but measurable improvement in cell
performance due to decrease in flow field depth. At the same flow rate, the flow rate
inside the channel increases for smaller depth flow field. This increased velocity can
assist in improved removal of the gases produced at the catalyst locations and hence
making room for water for electrolysis.
Fig 59-64 provide insights about the change in temperature of water across the PEM
electrolyzer measured separately for anode (O2 side) and cathode (H2 side) region of the
cell. At lower temperature tests, the ∆T is essentially positive for current density higher
than 100mA/cm2. This observation can be found for the electrolyzer with both the 1/16”
and 1/32” depth flow fields. Whereas for the high temperature test at 58.7 ºC, the change
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in temperature goes negative at the small current densities, and as the current density
increases the change in temperature becomes more positive. This observation is also true
for both the 1/16” and 1/32” depth flow fields. The energy balance inside the PEM
electrolyzer cell consists of heat sources due to ohmic losses and electric work in the
MEA and heat sinks due to entropy of reaction and phase change of liquid water to water
vapor in the catalyst and/or porous plate region where temperature are greater than bulk
region as also assumed by other authors energy balance purpose [41]. At higher
temperature the heat sink due to phase change can be significant and due to change in
temperature across the cell is negative. As the current density increases the change in
temperature becomes more positive and increases from negative to zero and positive.
Since in this work maximum current density is 500 mA/cm2, the high temperature-low
flow cases come close to zero change in temperature.
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Figure 58. Change in temperature for H2 side of cell for 1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 59. Change of temperature across the electrolyzer cell for 1/16" flow field
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Figure 60. Change in temperature for O2 side of cell for 1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 61. Change in temperature for H2 side of cell for 1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 62. Change of temperature across the electrolyzer cell for 1/32" flow field

Pressure drop data is measured for both 1/16” and 1/32” depth flow fields for the
same operating parameters namely temperature 25.8 ºC and 58.7 ºC and flow rate of 582
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mlpm and 902 mlpm. The pressure drop is measured using an inverted U-tube differential
manometer for water flow only and no electrolysis. This is done because, there is with
electrolysis the oxygen and hydrogen generated can bubble into the manometer tubes,
and the manometer could give erroneous readings. Fig 53 shows the pressure drop as
measured at two flow rates.

Figure 63. Pressure drop across the one side of PEM electrolyzer for water flow only

Discussion of experimental results
The experimental tests for studying the effect of operating parameters (temperature
and flow rate) and design parameter (depth of flow field) are performed on a single cell
PEM electrolyzer. The experiments also provided information on the effect of these
parameters on the polarization curve. Notice that the polarization curve shows large cell
potential (due to large over potential) for a given current density which is greater than the
results published in the literature. But it is very crucial to mention that intent of this work
is not catalyst and or membrane development which along with the cell design can reduce
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the over potential terms significantly. Current work is more focused on the design of the
PEM electrolyzer cell and developing the methodology to improve the performance by
improving the thermo-fluidic behavior inside the cell. The experimental cell and test
facility provide a data set that can be used directly to perform CFD modeling at the cell
level; this information is unique to this work and has not been found in the literature.
Finally, the effect of temperature was found to be greatest: a 14% decrease in the cell
potential was observed for a temperature increase from 25 °C to 58 °C. The effect of flow
rate was 1.1 % and thickness of flow field is 2% on the change in cell potential.
The hydrogen and oxygen generated by the PEM electrolysis process was not
captured but vented to the atmosphere. Since the amount of hydrogen generated in very
small, it would very expensive to measure the rate at which hydrogen flows out of the
electrolyzer. And due to the budgetary constraints no attempt was made to measure the
actual hydrogen flow rate during the experimental test. Instead the amount of hydrogen
and oxygen generated during the test was calculated from the current drawn by the
electrolyzer.
The energy balance for the PEM electrolyzer was evaluated from the temperature
change measured across the cell, current and cell potential measured during the test.
The heat gained by the water flowing through the cell was equated with heat generated
due to electric work, heat sink due to entropy and heat sink due to heat absorbed by water
to change phase to vapor while flowing in the catalyst layer. The heat lost to the ambient
by the cell is very small compared to other values and hence the cell was considered as
perfectly insulated for modeling purpose. It was assumed that the remaining heat after the
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energy balance is attributed to the heat absorption by water which is one way by which
negative temperature change at high temperature can be rationalized.
Finally, pressure drop across the cell was measured. It can allow for comparison with
numerical solution of mass and momentum equation. The pressure drop for the 1/32”
depth flow field was found to be greater than the 1/16” depth flow fields. Also the change
in pressure drop as a function of flow rate was greater for the 1/32” depth flow field. Also
it can be observed that the pressure drop change with temperature for both the flow fields
is very small.

Numerical modeling results
3D CFD modeling results (Initial straight channel design)
The qualitative 3D CFD analysis was performed with a goal to obtain nearly
uniform flow through each channel of the flow field. Fig 64 shows the velocity contours
for the initial design of the flow field. The inlet is on the bottom right corner and outlet is
at the top left corner of the flow field. It can be observed that the velocity in the central
channels is smaller than it is in the end channels. For more clarity into flow pattern Figs
65 and 66 show the pathlines with color representing the velocity. The size of the
circulation zones on right side (Fig 66) restricts the flow of water through the channels
resulting in very low velocities and hence low flow rate inside these flow channels.
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Figure 64. Velocity magnitude contours at the center along the depth of flow field

Another view of the velocity taken at the center of the x direction across the flow
channels is given in Fig 67, which shows the velocity inside each flow channel. Fig 67
also clearly indicates that the velocity and hence the flow rate is non-uniform through
each channel.
This velocity distribution is clearly not acceptable and a change in design is needed to
obtain uniform or nearly uniform flow in each channel. This uniform or nearly uniform
flow through each channel would guarantee that the water availability at the reaction sites
is uniformly distributed throughout the flow field. Further study was conducted to
improve the design of flow field. After going through a number of variations in inlet and
outlet headers that feed water into the channels, a final design was chosen based on near
uniform velocity (and hence flow rate) at the center of the length of channel.
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Figure 65. Pathlines for the water flow through the initial design of flow field

Figure 66. Zoomed view of flow pattern through the flow channels
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Figure 67. Velocity pattern for water flow through channels (Alternate view)

Final design of the straight channel flow field design is shown in Fig 68. Similar to
the initial design, Figs 70 and 71 show the pathlines for the water flow through the flow
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channels. Fig 72 shows the velocity across the flow channels at their center along the x
direction. It can be observed that the velocities and hence the flow rates through each
individual channel have been significantly improved. This indicates that modifying the
inlet and outlet channel that feeds water to individual channel can be critical element of
the design. The observation can be clearly seen in Fig 69 which gives the velocity in each
flow channel at the center along the channel length.

Figure 68. Velocity contours for water flow through the final design of flow field
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Figure 69. Velocity inside the flow channels at the center along the length of
flow channels

Figure 70. Pathlines of water flow through the final design of flow field
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Figure 71. Zoomed view of the pathlines of water flow through channels
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Figure 72. Velocity pattern for water flow through channel (Alternate view)

A grid independency study was performed on the 3D CFD study to make sure the
results are consistent regardless of the grid size. The effect of the grid size on the velocity
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is shown in the Fig 73. From the figure it is clear the grid has small effect (12 percent
maximum variation between grids with 130030 and 397718 cells) on the velocity values,
particularly at the center of the flow channel. For practical purposes such as
computational power and time, the grid with 130030 cells was considered for further
investigation.
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Figure 73. Effect of 3D grid size on the velocity inside the flow channels

Other 3D CFD modeling
3D CFD modeling for water flow only through the electrolyzer cell was performed.
Fig 74 shows the pressure drop obtained from the CFD modeling. The CFD model
included flow through the flow field, porous layer and catalyst layer. The pressure drop
obtained numerically was found to be less as compared to the experimental results. One
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Figure 74. Pressure drop in electrolyzer cell obtained from 3D CFD modeling

Figure 75. Mountain-ridge pattern on the catalyst layer after electrolysis
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Figure 76. Pattern on the porous layer face in contact with catalyst layer

of the reasons can certainly be numerical error which can contribute to an error of 15-20
%. Another source of discrepancy between experimental and numerical results is
attributed to the mountain-ridge pattern observed on the catalyst layer shown in Fig 75.
This was not initially present on the newly obtained MEA, but was formed during the
electrolysis process possibly due to multiphase flow in the catalyst and the porous layer.
Similar impressions were also found on the porous plate shown in Fig 76. This effect is
difficult to bring into the numerical model and further investigation is needed to reduce
the discrepancy between the experimental and numerical results.
The effect of the permeability factor in the Darcy term on the pressure drop through
the flow field was analysed with the 3D CFD model. From the literature it was observed
that 1012 is commonly used value for the 1/permeability factor. No reasoning was
provided for use of this value and hence this analysis was performed on the 3D CFD
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model. The analysis shows that there is no effect on pressure drop up to 106 and after 1012
there is no significant increase in the pressure drop. Figs 77 and 78 show the results of

Figure 77. Effect of permeability factor (1/16” flow field) in Darcy term of momentum
equation of CFD model

Figure 78. Effect of permeability factor (1/32” flow field) in Darcy term of momentum
equation of CFD model
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this analysis for both flow field designs of the electrolyzer cell.
The velocity input values for the 2D model were obtained from the velocity values
obtained from the 3D CFD simulations. These simulations, with water flow only without
electrolysis, were performed on the selected mesh for the electrolyzer with 1/16” and
1/32” depth fields at two inlet flow rates (582 and 902 mlpm) and two inlet temperatures
(25.8 and 58.7 ºC). To obtain the input for the 2D model, velocity with an average taken
over all channels at the center along the length of channel is calculated. Similarly, the
average was also taken for the porous and catalyst region. These averaged values were
taken as initial values at the velocity inlet in the 2D model to obtain same averaged
velocities as the 3D model. In this way the input values for the velocity inlet for 2D
model were obtained and are shown in Table 3.

Temperature
˚C

Flow
rate
mlpm

3D model
Average velocity
Flow Porous
Catalyst
field
plate
layer
m/s
m/s
m/s

2D model input
Average velocity
Flow Porous Catalyst
field
plate
layer
m/s
m/s
m/s

Thickness 1/16"
25
902
25
582
58.5
902
58.5
582

0.1453
0.0936
0.1459
0.0937

0.00174
0.00085
0.00256
0.00124

0.00121
0.000579
0.001826
0.000875

0.145
0.093
0.145
0.093

0.00174
0.00085
0.00255
0.00124

0.00121
0.00058
0.00182
0.00087

Thickness 1/32"
25
902
25
582
58.5
902
58.5
582

0.29 0.00659
0.187 0.00334
0.2902 0.0094
0.1871 0.00465

0.00465
0.002318
0.00663
0.003289

0.288
0.186
0.287
0.186

0.00655
0.00332
0.00929
0.00461

0.00462
0.00231
0.00656
0.00326

Table 3. Input values for velocity inlet for 2D PEM electrolyzer model
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2D CFD modeling results
The 2D CFD modeling is performed on all parametric variations (temperature, flow
rate and depth of the flow field) corresponding to those used in the experimental tests.
Hence we have modeling and experimental data of 8 cases for the same cell design and
operating conditions. This section provides the results for four cases from the numerical
modeling in the form of contour charts of cell potential, pressure, velocity, temperature
and volume fractions (H2, O2, and water). The results from other cases will be discussed
in the numerical data analysis section. The four cases are chosen just to demonstrate the
effect of flow, temperature and flow field thickness on the 2D CFD results. For clarity
and conciseness, the contour results have been arranged in four plots, where three plots
contain two individual subplots.
Results for the numerical model for low flow (582 mlpm) and low temperature (25.8
°C) and 1/16” flow field thickness are shown in Figs 80-83. Fig 80 shows the cell
potential (left) and pressure (right) inside the cell. Fig 81 shows the temperature and
velocity magnitude inside the cell. Fig 82 shows the volume fraction of hydrogen and
oxygen and Fig 83 shows the volume fraction for water inside the cell.
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Figure 79. Cell potential (left) and pressure (right) contour of the PEM electrolyzer at
25.8°C, 582 mlpm and 1/16" flow field depth
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Figure 80. Temperature (left) and velocity magnitude (right) contours of the PEM
electrolyzer at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm and 1/16" flow field thickness
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Figure 81. Hydrogen (left) and oxygen (right) volume fractions of PEM electrolyzer at
25.8 °C, 582 mlpm and 1/16" flow field thickness
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Figure 82. Water volume fraction of PEM electrolyzer at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm and 1/16"
flow field thickness

Results for the numerical models of the PEM electrolyzer for high flow (902 mlpm)
and high temperature (58.7 °C) and 1/16” flow field thickness are shown in Figs 84-87.
Fig 84 shows the cell potential (left) and pressure inside the cell. Fig 85 shows the
temperature and velocity magnitude inside the cell. Fig 86 shows the volume fraction of
hydrogen and oxygen, and Fig 87 shows the volume fraction for water inside the cell.
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Figure 83. Cell potential (left) and pressure (right) contour of the PEM electrolyzer at
58.7°C, 902 mlpm and 1/16" flow field thickness
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Figure 84. Temperature (left) and velocity (right) contour of the PEM electrolyzer at
58.7°C, 902 mlpm and 1/16" flow field thickness
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Figure 85. Hydrogen (left) and oxygen (right) volume fraction contour of the PEM
electrolyzer at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm and 1/16" flow field thickness
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Figure 86. Water volume fraction contour of the PEM electrolyzer at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/16" flow field thickness

Results for the numerical models of the PEM electrolyzer for low flow (582 mlpm),
low temperature (25.8 °C) and 1/32” flow field thickness are shown in Figs 88-91. Fig 88
shows the cell potential and pressure inside the cell. Fig 89 shows the temperature and
velocity magnitude inside the cell. Fig 90 shows the volume fraction of hydrogen and
oxygen, and Fig 91 shows the volume fraction for water inside the cell.
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Figure 87. Cell potential and pressure contours of the PEM electrolyzer at 25.8 °C, 582
mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 88. Temperature and velocity contours of the PEM electrolyzer at
25.8 °C, 582 mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 89. Hydrogen (left) and oxygen (right) volume fraction contours of the PEM
electrolyzer at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 90. Water volume fraction contour of the PEM electrolyzer at 25.8 °C, 582 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field thickness

Results for high flow (902 mlpm), high temperature (58.7 °C) and 1/32” flow field
thickness are shown in Figs 92-95. Fig 92 shows the cell potential and pressure inside the
cell. Fig 93 shows the temperature and velocity magnitude inside the cell. Fig 94 shows
the volume fraction of hydrogen and oxygen and Fig 95 shows the volume fraction for
water inside the cell.
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Figure 91. Cell potential (left) and pressure (right) contours of the PEM electrolyzer at
58.7 °C, 902 mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 92. Temperature (left) and velocity (right) contours of the PEM electrolyzer at
58.7°C, 902 mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 93. Hydrogen (left) and oxygen (right) volume fraction contours of the PEM
electrolyzer at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm and 1/32" flow field thickness
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Figure 94. Water volume fraction contour of the PEM electrolyzer at 58.7 °C, 902 mlpm
and 1/32" flow field thickness

Results from the few cases provided above show the ability of the CFD simulations to
predict a variety of data related to the performance of the PEM electrolyzer. Particularly,
this includes thermo-fluid performance of the PEM electrolyzer that is dependent on the
electrochemical activity inside the catalyst layers.
A grid independent check is performed on the 2D CFD models to ensure that the
effect of the grid size is negligible. Figs 95 and 97 show the velocity as a function of
position for the two grid sizes for electrolyzer with 1/16” and 1/32” depth of flow field
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Figure 95. Grid independency results for 2D CFD modeling (1/16" flow field)
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Figure 96. Grid independency results for 2D CFD modeling (1/16" flow field)

respectively. It can be observed that in both figures the effect of the grid size change in
negligible and hence the solution of the CFD models is not dependent on the grid size.
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Numerical data analysis
Similar to the data analysis performed on the experimental results, data analysis is
also performed on the numerical results obtained from the multi-physics CFD simulations
of the PEM electrolyzer. The data are presented in the form of polarization (I-V) curves
as well as the change in temperature vs. current density similar to the experimental data
analysis. In addition the volume fraction vs. current density data are also shown.
Fig 98 shows the polarization curve for PEM electrolyzer with 1/16” depth flow field.
Similarly Fig 99 shows for electrolyzer with 1/32” depth flow field. For clarity and
comparison purposes, Fig 100 shows the polarization curves with 1/16” and 1/32” flow
fields.
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Figure 97. Polarization curve for PEM electrolyzer for 1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 98. Polarization curve for PEM electrolyzer for 1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 99. Polarization curve for PEM electrolyzer from CFD simulations

The cell potentials obtained from the CFD simulations are obtained from the solution
of the charge transport equation. The potential is calculated based on the user supplied
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current density at the anode boundary condition and the volumetric current source term
obtained from the Tafel equation. As a reminder, the Tafel equation is the simplification
of the Butler-Volmer equation which gives the volumetric current source term as a
function of temperature and the difference between the electronic and membrane
potentials. The form of the Tafel equation is used where the volumetric current source
term is a function of the cell temperature and the difference between the electronic and
membrane potentials. This form of the Tafel equation is independent of the water
concentration at the reaction sites. This is the reason why there is no effect of flow rate on
the cell potential which was seen to be small but measurable in the experimental results.
Also the CFD results indicate the reduction in cell potential due the decrease in the depth
of the flow field.
The cell potential obtained from the CFD simulations is smaller than the value found
in the experimental results. Cell potential in the CFD model is a function of current
density, volumetric current source term in the catalyst layers due to the reaction,
temperature and membrane potential. Volumetric reference exchange current density and
open circuit potential are the two variables which can be changed to see their effect on
the cell potential’s magnitude. Sensitivity of these variables is performed to improve the
predicted magnitude of the cell potential. After a lot of computational time and effort, a
decision was made on the magnitude of these variables. They predicted the reasonable
trend of I-V curve based on the parametric variation studied in this work as seen in the
results.
Change in temperature for the electrolyzer as a function of current density for all test
cases is shown in Figs 101-106.
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Figure 100. Change in temperature for anode side vs. current density for PEM
electrolyzer with 1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 101. Change in temperature for cathode side vs. current density for PEM
electrolyzer with 1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 102. Change in temperature vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with 1/16"
depth flow field
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Figure 103. Change in temperature for anode side vs. current density for PEM
electrolyzer with 1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 104. Change in temperature for cathode side vs. current density for PEM
electrolyzer with 1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 105. Change in temperature vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with 1/32"
depth flow field

Change in temperature for the anode (oxygen) side and cathode (hydrogen) side as a
function of current density for electrolyzer with 1/16” depth flow field is shown in Figs
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101 and 102. Related results for the 1/32” depth flow field are shown in Figs 104 and
105.
Figs 107-110 show the volume fraction of oxygen and hydrogen as a function of
current density for the electrolyzer. The volume fraction predicted by the CFD model is
based in the mass source terms for hydrogen, oxygen in the cathode and anode catalyst
layers and the mass sink term in the anode catalyst layer. The volume fraction predicted
by the CFD simulations is of the same order of magnitude as the experimentally obtained
volume fractions. The actual magnitude of numerically predicted volume fraction is
greater than the experimental values. The mass sources and sink values provided to the
CFD program are of the order of magnitude of 10-6, which is a very small value even as
compared to the convergence criteria for the CFD model.
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Figure 106. Volume fraction of oxygen vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with
1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 107. Volume fraction of hydrogen vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with
1/16" depth flow field
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Figure 108. Volume fraction of oxygen vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with
1/32" depth flow field
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Figure 109. Volume fraction of oxygen vs. current density for PEM electrolyzer with
1/32" depth flow field

Discussion of CFD results
CFD simulations are performed to understand the thermo-fluid behavior of the PEM
electrolyzer. This understanding will further assist in improving the thermo-fluid flow
behavior inside the cell of PEM electrolyzers. The electrode reactions were modeled
using the charge transport (electrostatic) equation which is a simplified form of
Maxwell’s (electro-magnetic) equation. Reaction rates are evaluated using the Tafel
equation which is a simplified form of the Butler-Volmer equation. The volumetric
source term in the charge transport equation is highly nonlinear due to the exponential
term of the reaction rate. This nonlinearity presents a major obstacle to get a solution for
the cell potential that compares well with the experimental work. After number of
computational hours of efforts and sensitivity studies, a decision was made relative to the
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volumetric reference exchange current density and open circuit voltage for moving
further with the CFD study.
The magnitude of the cell potential obtained from the CFD study is very small but the
trends match fairly well. Here trend refers to the variation of cell potential with
temperature. This shows a lower potential at higher temperature as compared higher
potential and lower potential for flow field with 1/32” depth and as compared to 1/16”
flow field at lower temperature. Also no change with flow rate is observed because the
form of the Tafel equation is used where the volumetric source term for the charge
transport equation is not a function of flow rate. The change in cell potential was found to
be 2.86% for the change in temperature from 25 °C to 58 °C. The effect of thickness of
flow field is 0.24 % on the change in cell potential.
The multiphase mixture model predicts the volume fraction for the water, hydrogen
and oxygen based on the mass sources and sink terms in the catalyst layers. The mass
source and sink terms are 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the order of magnitude of
the error. The volume fraction predicted by the CFD solution matches fairly well with the
values obtained from the experimental values. Also the contours of oxygen and hydrogen
flow behavior are intuitively reasonable as the gases would be flowing in the flow field
more closely to the porous plates. Clearly gases emerging from the porous plate are swept
off by bulk water flowing through the flow fields due to high density of the water as
compared to the hydrogen or oxygen gases.
Temperature has a major effect on the performance of the PEM electrolyzer as seen
from the results. This is because at higher temperature the open circuit voltage as well as
the over potentials are smaller as compared to the values at lower temperature. This
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behavior can also be observed from the I-V curves provided in the literature noted in the
Chapter 1 of this report. A similar effect can be observed from the results shown in the
previous section. The change in temperature was found to be less than the experimental
values. This is because the 2D domain estimates temperature in the fluid region of the
flow field whereas there is also solid region in the flow field below which electrolysis can
take place. In this region temperature change can be higher as compared to the liquid
region during electrolysis. This effect increases the change in temperature across the
electrolyzer in experimental work. 3D modeling of electrolyzer can remove this
discrepancy as domain will be exactly similar to experimental cell.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This study started under Department of Energy funding for developing a Hydrogen
Fueling Station (HFS). A PEM electrolyzer produced by Proton Energy systems is used
at the HFS for hydrogen generation. From the literature it was found that few studies
have been published on the design and development of PEM electrolyzers, particularly
those involving parametric analyses. Also few studies were found based on using CFD
techniques for electrolyzer analysis. Hence an investigation was undertaken by our group
at Center for Energy Research to come up with a systematic parametric experimental
evaluation of a PEM electrolyzer. This was combined with the development of sound
theoretical model. The end goal of this study is to come up with a validated CFD model
that can assist in reducing the development cycles and hence the cost, for design of next
generation PEM electrolyzer. This work, although initially started with Proton Energy
systems, was eventually completed without any type of technical assistance, either
experimental or numerical, from the company. This chapter outlines the conclusions from
the current study and some directions that can be pursued for future work on design and
development of individual cell for PEM electrolyzer.

PEM electrolyzer cell
PEM electrolyzer cell for this work is designed and fabricated at the Center for Energy Research at UNLV. Initially the efforts were made towards preparing the MEA at the
Center by a heat press method. The catalyst material used initially was the mesh of
titanium coated with platinum but after initial tests of the cell performance this was found
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to perform with several problems. Also since the mesh was diamond shaped the 3D
modeling and mesh preparation were found to be daunting tasks. Hence for practical
purposes the design direction for the cell was changed. The MEA for the final work as
mentioned in the Chapter 2 was obtained commercially. A porous plate was used as a
current collector between the catalyst layer and the flow field. The titanium plates were
configured and fabricated to optimize the flow field as well as the current supply to the
cell. The PEM electrolyzer designed met the goals of this work by achieving reasonable
results on the parametric study and hence providing data set for direct comparison with
the CFD results. It was not the intent of the design to perform studies of the membrane or
catalyst. Instead they were to provide results with known cell geometry and material
properties which were not available from literature.
Effect of porosity on the experimental performance of the cell is suggested for
possible future work. This could be very important as the flow of water and gases within
the cell depends on the configuration of the porous layer.
Effect of MEA prepared by different preparation methods, mentioned in chapter 1 of
this report, on the electrolyzer performance can be studied in future. This will provide
direct comparison of the effectiveness of MEA preparation methods.
Effect of design of the flow field on performance of electrolyzer has to be analyzed.
For example, two flow field designs can be tested with same porous plate and MEA to
see the effect of flow field change only, as the design of flow field dictates the
availability of the water at the reaction sites as well as removal of the gases species from
the reaction sites. Also the water flow in the flow field dictates the local cooling the
reaction sites from the heat generation due to ohmic losses and electric work. This is
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important as local heating of membrane near the catalyst layer can damage the membrane
permanently. This can be the case particularly at higher operating current densities which
are practical for industrial electrolyzers.

Test facility
Test facility was designed and built to characterize the single cell PEM electrolyzer
based on the cell’s operating parameters. The system was designed to allow for long term
testing of the electrolyzer. Also the selection of measurement instrumentation allows for
the best possible accuracy within the budgetary constraints of the project. The operating
parameter’s set points in the test facility were approximate as no measures were used for
actively controlling the temperature and flow rate. The test facility meets the goals for
this work by providing the data set needed for numerical investigation of the PEM
electrolyzer. Like any experimental system, the following is a partial listing of changes
that might improve the test facility for characterizing electrolyzers.
A provision for measuring the different over potential terms separately should be
incorporated. This could provide much better insight into the experimental cell
performance and hence assist in pinpointing the some sources of discrepancy between the
experimental and numerical work.
There should be a means to separate the water from the oxygen and hydrogen
produced, and the flow rate of each of these streams should be monitored. Also an active
control of temperature and water flow rate would allow for more stable operation of the
test section. A means of measuring the cross diffusion could be helpful to determine the
conditions under which this occurs.
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Parametric experimental test procedure
Parametric studies provide a good insight into effect of individual operating or design
parameters on the performance of the electrolyzer. Operating temperature, flow rate and
depth of the flow field were varied in this study to see their effect on the performance of
the electrolyzer. These effects are well documented in the Chapter 4. The test procedure
mentioned in this work can be used for other parametric studies too. These parameters
might include such items as porosity of the porous plate, preparation approach of MEA
and flow field parameters that can be varied for the future studies of electrolyzers.

CFD modeling
CFD modeling of PEM electrolyzer was performed in this work with the goal of
developing a model that can be used to design next generation cells for the electrolyzer
cell stack. This type of approach for electrolyzers is unique to this work. The mass,
momentum, energy, multiphase and charge transport equations have been solved to
obtain the numerical solution for the multi-physics problem of electrolyzer. 3D CFD
would generally provide a better insight into the thermo-fluidic behavior. Since 3D CFD
simulations are computationally intensive, 2D simulations were performed in this work
for practical purposes. Grid independency studies have been performed for both the 2D
and the 3D simulations.
The velocity, temperature, volume fraction and potential predicted by the CFD
simulations of the electrolyzer were presented in Chapter 4. Overall trends predicted by
the numerical modeling are similar to that of experimental results. But since there were
discrepancies between the experimental and numerical results, more work is needed to be
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performed on the numerical model for a better agreement between the two approaches.
Some aspects recommended for particular attention are noted below.
The cell electronic potential predicted by the numerical model is lower than the
experimental results. This is because ohmic losses in the actual cell are relatively large
which results in high experimental cell potential. Ohmic loss computed in the numerical
model was found to be very small. Though efforts were taken to increase the ohmic
losses estimates in the numerical model, the exponential source term in the charge
transport equation poses convergence and stability problems. This problem of
convergence posed a limitation on calibrating the numerical model with experimental
results. The combination of finite element method for the charge transport and finite
volume method for mass, momentum, multiphase and energy transport could be a
valuable approach to this problem.
The multiphase mixture model is used in this work to predict the volume fraction of
the liquid and gases species in the electrolyzer. The order of magnitude of the volume
fraction is the same as the one calculated from the current draw of the electrolyzer. From
the CFD solutions, the volume fraction is nearly the same for each parametric variation.
Also it is worth mentioning that mass source and sink terms inside the catalyst layer are
of the order of 106. Since the magnitude of mass source is very small compared to the
convergence criteria for the mass conservation equation during CFD simulation, the over
prediction of volume fraction is observed in CFD results. Other multiphase models can be
tried in the future for a better prediction of volume fraction in the electrolyzer.
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Summary
This section gives the overall summary of this electrolyzer project. This project
started with the US DOE Hydrogen Fueling Station Project at the UNLV CER. The goal
of the PEM electrolyzer study was achieved in most respects. The cell and the associated
test facility provided a data set much needed, particularly for CFD modeling calibration
application needs. The 3D CFD model provided a method of improving the flow to be
nearly uniform throughout the flow field. A 2D CFD model developed allowed for
simulating the multi-physics behavior inside the electrolyzer. It is hoped that future
collaboration with industry, national laboratories or universities would allow for further
development of proposed methodology in development of PEM electrolyzers cell as well
as cell stack.
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APPENDIX A
NOMENCLATURE
A=generic Steinhart coefficient
B=generic Steinhart coefficient
C=generic Steinhart coefficient
c=mass fraction
F=Faraday’s constant (coulomb/mol)
g= gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
h= enthalpy (J/kg)
I=current (mA)
jref=volumetric reference exchange current density (A/m3)
k=thermal conductivity (W/m K)
M=molecular weight (kg/kmol)
& =mass flow rate (kg/s)
m
p=pressure (N/m2)
r= resistance (ohm)
Rohm=ohmic resistance
Ran/cat=volumetric transfer current (A/m3)
R=universal gas constant (J/mol/K)
T=temperature (°C or K depending upon context)
S=source/sink term
∆S=change in entropy (J/kg K)
u=measurement uncertainty (units depend on context)
v=velocity (m/s)
V=voltage (mV)

α=volume fraction, transfer coefficient
ρ=density (kg/m3)
µ=dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
φ=potential (V)
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APPENDIX B
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
Campbell Scientific CR10X Datalogger
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Campbell Scientific AM16/32 Multiplexer
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Campbell Scientific SC32B Optically Isolated Datalogger to RS-232 Interface
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YSI 44032 Thermistors
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Omega FTB601B Ultra Low Flow Sensors
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130
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Foxboro 873RS Resistivity Analyzer
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Resistivity Sensor
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DC Power Supply DCS 1kW (8 V-125 A)
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APPENDIX C
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINITY ANALYSIS
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